The FedEx Institute of Technology has finalized an international partnership with CleverInsight, a provider of a leading machine learning-based data science platform, to provide AI training to countries throughout Asia. The Institute partnered with CleverInsight for its growing machine learning and data science capabilities and international network. This partnership will grow the Institute’s global footprint through workforce development and technical training. Supported by the Institute’s research-based training content validation, CleverInsight will be providing the following workforce-based-services to corporate executives in Asia: Artificial Intelligence; Machine Learning; Data Science; Cloud; Security; Program Management; and Six Sigma Master Black Belt Training.

“This collaboration will showcase the FedEx Institute of Technology as a leader in research-based, cutting-edge technology training and helps to expand the global reach of UofM programs.” said Raminder Lotay, project manager at the FedEx Institute of Technology.

The FedEx Institute of Technology leverages industry best practices and research experts from around the world and builds training programs designed to solve challenges through research and talent development. Training options and programs available for all skill levels, delivery methods that include online and in-person training options, and personalized course development for organizations of all sizes.

CleverInsight’s flagship platform, PredictEasy, brings insights from predictive analytics to preventive analytics to all industry verticals for better decision-making and rapid innovation. The platform uses bleeding-edge technology enhanced by Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Data Science.

For more information on the FedEx Institute of Technology, visit www.memphis.edu/fedex.

For more information on CleverInsight, visit www.cleverinsight.co/.
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